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iCompute	  

 

for Primary Schools 
	 	 	

Overview	
iCompute makes teaching computing to primary pupils easier.  
Packed with inspiring, engaging, lessons and ideas it contains all of 
the planning and materials you need to teach computing creatively 
and with confidence. 

We’ve taught computing to young children for years and scoured 
the web for free software and tools so you don’t have to.  Our 
schemes are fully matched to the National Curriculum for 
Computing and provide comprehensive, progressive, step-by-step, 
instructions on how to use the tools and teach with them. 

We know that children love computing but understand that many 
teachers feel daunted by the challenges of the curriculum.  That’s 
why our scheme - a BETT Award and Education Resources Award 
(ERA) finalist each year since our launch in 2014 - has been 
specifically designed for computing mastery to improve the 
knowledge, skills and understanding of, both, teacher and pupils. 

Ofsted	Framework		
In using iCompute your school can detail curriculum intent for 
computing. Our comprehensive planning, pedagogy and 
curriculum resources help schools effectively implement the 
computing curriculum.  iCompute is fully mapped to the National 
Curriculum for Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 and is designed for 
mastery.  The curriculum provides rich and varied learning 
experiences for pupils throughout the primary phase with 
progressive, sequences of lessons from EYFS to Year 6.  Step-by-
step lesson plans support teachers and subject leaders develop 
expertise and skills, which ensures that the curriculum has impact; 
with pupils being engaged, challenged and making excellent 
progress in all aspects of their computing education. 

iCompute	Units	
All of the units in each pack provide all the materials you need to 
teach computing across all year groups.  Each is presented in a 
comprehensive, step-by-step, format with screen-shots to support 
the teacher.   We recommend Key Stage 2 pupils that have never 
been taught computing before start with Year 3 units.  

For each unit you have: 

Unit	Plan	
8 An introduction  
8 National Curriculum mapping – Focus icons and objectives 

(including cross-curricular links) matched to National 
Computing objectives and associated success criteria 

8 Preparation – what you will need to do before teaching the unit 
8 Links – ‘Hot links’ to the resources you will need for the unit and 

further support in the form of online tutorials and user guides 
8 A step-by-step plan of how to teach the unit  

 Resources	
All the resources you need for each unit for the teacher and pupils. 

8 Resources for whole-class teaching 
8 Pre-written program files for teachers 
8 Pupil support materials 

Worksheets	
8 Pupil worksheets 
8 Answers to worksheets, where appropriate 

Assessment	
End of unit assessment guidance and comprehensive pupil 
progress trackers for each year group.  Optional assessment tests 
and tasks for subscribing schools. 

Screencasts	
icomp.site/screencasts 

Getting Started 
View our Screencast ‘Logging in & Navigating iCompute’ at: 

icomp.site/general	

When logged in, the pack(s) are organised in folders matching the 
purchased key stage(s). 

First, navigate to the appropriate key stage folder E.g: 

iCompute KS1 

Then choose the iCompute Unit you wish to access E.g: 

iProgram KS1 à  iProgram Year 2 

Locate the unit plan in the Unit Plan folder. 
Within each unit plan under Preparation (p3) are details of the 
software and other things you will need to teach the unit. 

Each unit lesson plan also details the accompanying iCompute 
resources, worksheets and other tools you will need to teach the 
lesson under the Resources heading. 
Support materials and worksheets are in the same iCompute folder 
as the unit plan E.g, Resources, Worksheets etc. 

Links to the software for the unit are in the Preparation section of 
the plan. Most are hosted online but some (p5) need to be 
downloaded. 

For schools using iPads only: some links are to resources that use 
Adobe Flash. These will be replaced by 12/2020; in the meantime 
they are accessible to iPads using the Puffin Browser app (p5).  
Details of how to use Puffin to access iCompute resources are 
available in the ‘Supporting Documents’ Folder. 
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Background	
The National Curriculum for Computing marks a radical shift in 
thinking about how children learn, both, about and using 
technology.  Moving away from the previous ICT curriculum - 
which focused primarily on children's ability to use technology - it 
is designed to equip children in England with the knowledge, skills 
and understanding of computing that they will require throughout 
their lives.  

Fifty percent of the objectives - more in Key Stage 2 – now 
concern the fundamental principles of computer science: learning 
how computers and computer systems operate and how they are 
programmed. 

Throughout their primary school education, children will develop 
computational thinking skills and design and create their own 
digital content.  This provides an exciting opportunity for schools 
to engage children in becoming digital creators rather than 
passive consumers. 

Digital	Literacy	
One of the intentions of the computing curriculum is to enable 
children to become digitally literate: to develop the knowledge 
and skills necessary to fully participate in modern culture.  This 
means having access to a broad range of software and 
technologies and experiencing them in different ways and 
contexts.  

Using iCompute schemes will provide children with the 
opportunity to use a rich variety of digital tools and technologies 
and learn how to develop ideas, communicate, collaborate, create, 
present and evaluate. 

We believe that digital literacy should not be developed in discrete 
computing sessions alone and encourage all schools to continue 
with their best practice of embedding Information Technology into 
other curriculum areas.  This will give children further access to a 
range of software, technologies and tools and allow them to apply 
their knowledge and skills in different areas.  We want children 
have as much exposure to learning, about and with, digital 
technologies as possible.  

Our cross-curricular pack – iCompute Across the Curriculum - 
provides lesson plans and associated resources for enhancing and 
enriching other subjects with computing and information 
technology. 
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Software	and	apps	to	download
iCompute try to use free software and tools wherever possible to enable all schools to teach computing well regardless of 
budget.  All software used within the KS1, LKS2 and UKS2 packs is free to use and provided by reputable, long-standing, 
companies.  iData (Year 3) requires a database application which we assume schools already have due to databases forming part 
of the previous National Curriculum for ICT.  We do, however, provide a spreadsheet alternative in the relevant folder for schools 
without a database application.  Our iPad pack uses free apps wherever possible, but a small number of them are paid for.  
Schools that do not have access to laptops/desktops and use iPads only to teach computing should use the Puffin app to access 
websites that use Adobe Flash. 

Much of the software and tools we use are browser-based (i.e. you use them online), but some software and apps will need to be 
downloaded onto your school computers and devices.  The software and apps you will need to download will depend upon the 
iCompute bundle your school has.  The following table provides links to where the software may be downloaded.  Some require a 
free teacher login. 

KS1	 LKS2	 UKS2	 iPad	
Book	Creator	 Robomind	

iProgram	Year	4	

This	is	the	free,	open-source,	version.		
Ignore	any	prompts	to	update	as	later	

versions	are	paid-for

Microsoft	Kodu	

iProgram	Year	5	Unit	2

Scratch	Jr	

iProgram	Year	1	–	Unit	2	

(not	necessary	to	download	for	
schools	with	iPads	and	our	iPad	

pack)

Turtle	Art	

iProgram	Year	4	

MIT	App	Inventor	

Android	Emulator	

iApp	Year	6		

Program	Year	6	–	Unit	2	

Optional 

For schools that only have 
iPads 

iPub	Year	2

Free using online version

https://bookcreator.com/online/
https://www.icompute-uk.com/primary-computing-resources.html
https://www.icompute-uk.com/primary-computing-resources.html
https://www.icompute-uk.com/primary-computing-resources.html
https://www.icompute-uk.com/primary-computing-resources.html
https://www.icompute-uk.com/primary-computing-resources.html


!

Computer)
Science)

KS1)

KS2)

understand)what)algorithms)are;)how)they)are)
implemented)as)programs)on)digital)devices)
and)that)programs)execute)by)following)
precise)and)unambiguous)instructions))
)
)

use)logical)reasoning)to)predict)the)behaviour)of)
simple)programs!

use)logical)reasoning)to)explain)how)some)simple)
algorithms)work)and)to)detect)and)correct)errors)in)
algorithms)and)programs!

design,)write)and)debug)programs)that)accomplish)
specific)goals,)including)controlling)or)simulating)
physical)systems;)solve)problems)by)decomposing)
them)into)smaller)parts!

use)sequence,)selection,)and)repetition)in)programs;)
work)with)variables)and)various)forms)of)input)and)
output!

understand)computer)networks)including)the)internet;)
how)they)can)provide)multiple)services,)such)as)the)
world)wide)web;)and)the)opportunities)they)offer)for)
communication)and)collaboration)

appreciate)how)[search])results)are))selected)and)
ranked)

Information)
Technology)

KS1)

KS2)

use)technology)purposefully)to)create,)organise,)
store,)manipulate)and)retrieve)digital)content)
)

Select,)use)and)combine)a)variety)of)software)
(including)internet)services))on)a)range)of)digital)
devices)to)design)and)create)a)range)of)programs,)
systems)and)content)that)accomplish)given)goals,)
including)collecting,)analysing,)evaluating)and)
presenting)data)and)information!

use)search)technologies)effectively)

Digital)
Literacy)

KS1)

KS2)

use)technology)safely)and)responsibly;)recognise)
acceptable/unacceptable)behaviour;)identify)
where)to)go)for)help)and)support)when)they)
have)concerns)about)content)or)contact)on)the)
internet)or)other)online)technologies)
)

Be)discerning)in)evaluating)digital)content!

Recognise)common)uses)of)information)
technology)beyond)school!

Use)technology)safely)and)respectfully)and)
responsibly;)recognise)acceptable/unacceptable)
behaviour;)identify)a)range)of)ways)to)report)concerns)
about)content)and)contact!

Understand)the)opportunities)[networks])
offer)for)communication)and)collaboration!
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Unit Overview 

 

 

Year Unit Title Unit Summary National Curriculum 
Focus 

1 iAlgorithm  
 Unplugged activities to support understanding of algorithms  

1 iProgram  Programming physical and virtual toys 
 

1 iWrite  Creating, manipulating and storing digital text 
 

1 iData  Introduction to data representation 
 

1 iSafe (free) Personal information and being safe online 
 

1 iModel Introduction to modelling 
 

2 iProgram  
 

Creating simple animations 
 

2 iPub  
 

Creating interactive eBooks 
 

2 iBlog Writing and responding using Blogs 
 

2 iSearch  Using the web to find things out 
 

2 iAnimate  Introduction to animation 
 

2 iDo Mail  Introduction to Email 
 

2 iSafe (free) eSafety 
 

3 iProgram  Unit 1 Games and animation development 
 

3 iProgram Unit 2 Robotics with LEGO™ WeDo (Optional) 
 

3 iSimulate  Exploring computer simulations 
 

3 iAlgorithm (free) 
Unplugged activities. Sorting and splitting   

3 iSafe (free) Staying safe online 
 

3 iConnect  Computer networking incl. using web browsers and search engines 
safely and effectively 

 

4 iProgram  Unit 1 Making shapes and navigating mazes 
 

4 iProgram Unit 2 Robotics with LEGO™ WeDo (Optional) 
 

4 iProgram Unit 3 Programming puzzles with LightBot 
 

4 iMail Communicating and collaborating via email 
 

4 iSafe (free) Being safe, responsible digital citizens 
 

4 iData  Introduction to data representation 
 

4 iAnimate  Introduction to animation 
 

5 iProgram (Unit 1) Designing and developing computer games 
 

5 iAlgorithm (free) 
Unplugged Activities - Searching, Sorting & Networks  

5 iWeb  Remixing and creating web content using HTML 
 

5 iProgram (Unit 2) Designing and developing multi-level X-Box games 
 

5 iCrypto (Y5) Introduction to cryptography 
 

5 iSafe (Y5) Becoming safe and responsible digital citizens  
 

6 iProgram  Unit 1 Designing and developing computer programs 
 

6 iProgram Unit 2 Designing and developing 3D animations 
 

6 iNetwork  Networks, data and creating web content 
 

6 iApp Unit 1  Designing and developing apps 
 

6 iApp Unit 2  Designing and developing mobile apps 
 

6 iSafe (free) Staying safe in a digital world 
 



 
	
	

	

Curriculum Links 
	

Subject Unit 
Art D&T English Geog History Maths MFL Music PE PHSE RE Science 

iAlgorithm Y1  8 8   8  8 8    
iProgram Y1   8 8  8       

iData Y1      8       
iWrite Y1   8          

iProgram Y2 8 8 8   8       
iSafe           8   

iModel Y1 8  8          
iSearch  Y2   8         8 

iPub  Y2 8  8  8        
iDo Mail Y2 8  8          

iBlog  Y2   8       8   
iAnimate Y2 8 8 8     8     

iAlgorithm Y3   8 8  8       
iConnect  Y3    8         

iProgram Y3 – Unit 1 8 8 8   8  8  8  8 
iProgram Y3 – Unit 2  8    8      8 

iSimulate  Y3      8      8 
iAnimate Y4 8 8 8          

iMail Y4             
iProgram Y4 – Unit 1 8     8       
iProgram Y4 – Unit 2  8    8      8 
iProgram Y4 – Unit 3      8       

iSafe Y5          8   
iData       8      8 

iAlgorithm UKS2    8  8       
iProgram Y5 (Unit 1) 8     8       
iProgram Y5 (Unit 2) 8 8           
iProgram Y6 (Unit 1) 8     8      8 
iProgram Y6 (Unit 2) 8  8   8       

iWeb  8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
iNetwork  8   8        8 

iApp  (Units 1 & 2) 8  8   8  8    8 
iSafe Y6          8   

iCrypto Y5  8   8 8      8 
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iCompute’s Assessment Toolkit for Primary Computing 

	
	
iCompute’s Assessment Toolkit is intended to help teachers understand how they can assess their pupil’s progress 
in computing.  It includes expectations for each year group and guidance as to what those expectations might 
look like in practice.  This enables teachers to accurately know where their pupils are and what they need to do 
next to make good progress and meet the statutory attainment expectations set our in the National Curriculum for 
Computing at Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2. 
 

Unit Plan Assessment Guidance 
 
Each unit plan is marked with icon denoting the focus area(s) of National Curriculum: 
 

       
 
Unit plans contain a breakdown of how the unit meets expectation descriptors from the National Curriculum 
programme of study.  We also provide end of unit assessment guidance, which 
contains assessment statements and details of what to look for in progress 
following the some, most and a few model (Fig 1.1) 
 
End of unit assessment can then be used to feed into our Pupil Progress Tracker 
spreadsheets. 
 

Pupil Progress Trackers 
	
Pupil progress tracker spreadsheets are provided for each year group (Years 1-6), the EYFS and P-Scales. 
 
Computing is divided into the three unofficial ‘strands’ of computing: 
8 Digital Literacy (incl. eSafety) 
8 Computer Science 
8 Information Technology 
 
Each of the strands is headed in the progress tracker spreadsheet and is further broken down into detailed 
assessment statements using the some, most, few model by hovering over the headings. 
 

Fig 1.1 
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A points based algorithm is then applied to map to a colour-way for each pupil ranging from light to dark, 
indicating whether the pupil is working below expectations (light), meeting expectations (medium) or exceeding 
expectations (dark). 
 
The colour-ways for Years 1-6 are mapped to Computing at Schools (CAS) Progression Pathways.  The P-Scales are 
based on the on the revised P-Scales of the CAS Include Computing Working Party.   Links to the sources of these 
documents are provided within the progress tracker spreadsheets. 
 
We recommend that teachers use their end of unit assessment to feed in to the pupil progress trackers regularly.  
This will enable them to use their understanding of their pupil’s competencies to inform planning and set targets. 
 
 
	
Assessment Strategies for Computing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	
Assessment can be particularly challenging for teachers of computing as traditional methods of marking and 
feedback are a difficult given the digital nature of product.   
 
A range of assessment strategies are therefore necessary, with discussion and questioning being key.  We 
recommend using a variety of methods and tools to support evidence of progression.   
  
iCompute’s units and lessons are designed to include a broad range and rich variety of activities that include 
working in groups, individually and sharing pupil work.  This enables teachers to engage in ongoing formative 
assessment. 
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Assessment Tests and Tasks 
 
Most iCompute units include an end-of-unit assessment task designed to bring everything learnt in the unit 
together and provide an opportunity for pupils to demonstrate their knowledge, skills and understanding.  We 
have also produced an optional pack: iCompute’s Assessment Tests and Tasks.  This pack is designed to 
complement the comprehensive Primary Computing Assessment Toolkit included in all of our schemes of work as 
standard. 
 
Within the Tests and Tasks pack, each year group has an associated end of unit diagnostic test and an end of unit 
assessment task.  Diagnostic testing assists progression planning and helps identify gaps and/or misconceptions.  
The provided answers and assessment guidance informs assessment judgements and can be fed into our 
interactive digital pupil progress trackers.   
 
You may, if you wish, also assign other assessment tasks as you see fit in your 
classroom. 
 
iCompute’s Tests and Tasks pack can be purchased separately from our website. 
 
Visit http://icomp.site/tests-tasks-screencast for a video demonstration of how to use 
Tests and Tasks. 



	

	

	

 
Purple units available to schools with lifetime updates 

iCompute Planning Guidance 

This planning guidance is one possible model only and will need to be adapted to suit your school situation.  Please note that iAlgorithm (for KS2) and some iSafe units are free, can be split, and 
slot in anywhere in your curriculum.    
 
The length of time per unit is a suggestion only and will need to be adjusted to take account of the ability of your class and the amount of time the children may need.  A session is deemed to be 
one hour taught once a week.  You may also mix-and-match units from different year groups to suit the needs of your pupils or your timetable.  We recommend that Key Stage 2 pupils that have 
not been taught computing before start with Year 3 units. 

With	(Optional)	Cross-Curricular	Pack	-	additional	(minimum)	5	weeks	coverage	for	Computing	with	English,	Maths,	Science,	History	&	Geography	(available	separately)		

Year 1  Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
iAlgorithm 

6	weeks	
iProgram 
6	weeks	

iProgram 
6	weeks	

iProgram 
6	weeks	

iProgram (Unit 1) 
8	weeks	

iProgram – Unit 1 
6	weeks	

Algorithms	–	computing	unplugged	 Creating	simple	animations		 Games	&	animation	development	 Making	shapes	&	navigating	mazes	 Designing	&	developing	programs	 Designing	&	developing	programs	

iWrite 
4	weeks	

iSafe – Unit 1 
5	weeks	

Creating	&	manipulating	digital	
text	 

eSafety	

iData 
5-6	weeks	

iAlgorithm 
Sessions	1-4	(4	weeks)	

iData  
4-5	weeks 

iSearch 
5-6	weeks 

iAlgorithm 
3	weeks	

Introduction	to	data	representation		

Intro	to	data	representation	 Finding	things	out	online	 Sorting	and	splitting.		How	
problems	can	be	solved	more	easily	

Searching,	Sorting	and	Networks.	
Efficient	algorithms 

iNetwork 
6	weeks	

iProgram – Unit 1 
5-6 weeks 

iAnimate 
6	weeks	

iSafe 

(6	weeks)	

iMail 
(5-8 weeks) 

iSafe 
6	weeks	

Algorithms.	Programming	physical	
&	virtual	toys	

Introduction	to	animation	 Staying	safe	online	 Working	together	with	email	 eSafety	

Networks,	data	&	HTML/CSS	

iModel 
4-5	weeks	

iPub  
6	weeks	

iSimulate 

5-6	weeks	
iSafe 
8	weeks	

iWeb 
6	weeks	

iProgram – Unit 2 
6	weeks	

An	introduction	to	computer	
modelling	

Creating	interactive	eBooks	 Exploring	computer	simulations	 Staying	safe	&	being	responsible	
digital	citizens		

Remixing	and	creating	web	content	
using	HTML	

Developing	3D	animations	

iApp – Unit 1 
6	weeks	

iProgram – Unit 2 
5-6	weeks	

iBlog 
(6	weeks)	

iConnect 

7	weeks	
iAnimate 

6	weeks	
iProgram (Unit 2) 

8	weeks	
Designing	&	developing	apps 

iApp – Unit 1 
6	weeks	

Algorithms	&	programming	 Writing	&	responding	with	blogging	 Computer	networking	incl.	using	
web	browsers	and	search	engines	

safely	and	effectively	

Introduction	to	animation	 Designing	and	developing	multi-level	
X-Box	games	

Designing	&	developing	apps	
iDo WeDo (Optional) 

4-6	weeks	
iSafe – Unit 2 

4	weeks	
iDo Mail 

(3-4	weeks)	
iDo WeDo (Optional) 

5-6	weeks	
Robotics	

iCrypto 
6	weeks	

iSafe 
9	weeks	

iProgram – Unit 3 (2 wks) eSafety	 Introduction	to	Email	 Robotics		
Programming	Puzzle	solutions	

Cryptography	 eSafety	

approx	36	weeks	 approx	39	weeks	 approx	34	weeks	 approx	38	weeks	 approx	38	weeks	 approx	39weeks	
With	iPad	pack	(Optional)	additional	(minimum)	6	weeks	algorithms	&	programming	coverage	(available	separately)		

approx		44	weeks	 approx	45	weeks	 approx	41	weeks	 approx	44	weeks	 approx	43	weeks	 approx	46	weeks	

approx	49	weeks	 approx	59	weeks	 approx	46	weeks	 approx	50	weeks	 approx	49	weeks	 approx	51	weeks	



	

	
	

	
Two Year Planning Cycle Guidance 

	

	
	

	
This planning cycle is one possible model only and will need to be adapted to suit your school situation.  Please note that 
iAlgorithm (for KS2) and iSafe are free, can be split, and can slot in anywhere in your curriculum.  Other units have been 
suggested in the order they are best placed to secure progression. 
 
This cycle is planned to ensure coverage of both year group’s units over a cycle of two years.  The length of time per unit is a 
suggestion only and will need to be adjusted to take account of the ability of your class and the amount of time the children 
may need to familarise themselves with the tools and concepts they have previously covered as a result of the units being 
divided between cycles. 
 
If you school does not use our iPad pack, it is suggested that you move subsequent units forward (e.g. using the cycle below, 
replace Y1 iPad with Y2 iProgram).  The number of sessions would then be reduced by a minimum of 6 sessions. 
 
 
	
	
	
	
	



	

	
	

	
KS1 – Cycle A 
 

Term 1st Half 2 nd Half 
Y1 iProgram Unit 1 

 
iAlgorithm 

Sessions 1-3 
 Programming physical and virtual toys 

Y2 iAnimate 
Sessions 1-3 

Autumn 

‘unplugged’ activities to support understanding of 
algorithms 

Introduction to animation 

Y1 iPad  

 
Y2 iProgram 
Sessions 1-3 

Algorithms & Programming with iPads Creating simple animations  

Y1 iWrite 
 

KS1 iSafe Unit 1 
 

Spring 

Creating and manipulating digital text  Personal information and being safe online 

Y2 iSearch 
Sessions 1-3 

Y2 iBlog 
Sessions 1-3 

Using the web to find things out Writing and responding with blogs 

Y1 iModel 
Sessions 1-2 

Y2 iPub 
Sessions 1-3 

Summer 

Introduction to computer modelling Creating interactive eBooks 

Minimum 36 sessions 
 

KS1 – Cycle B 
 

Term 1st Half 2 nd Half 
Y1 iProgram – Unit 2 

 
KS1 iAlgorithm 

Sessions 4-5 
 Algorithms & Programming 

Y2 iAnimate 
Sessions 4-6 

Autumn 

Off-computer activities to support understanding of 
algorithms 

Introduction to animation 
Year 2 iPad 

 
Y2 iProgram 
Sessions 4-6 

Programming Daisy the Dinosaur Creating simple animations  

Y1 iData 
 

KS1 iSafe – Unit 2 
 

Spring 

Introduction to data representation  Personal information and being safe online 

Y2 iSearch 
Sessions 4-5 

Y2 iBlog 
Sessions 1-3 

Using the web to find things out Writing and responding with blogs 

Y1 iModel 
Sessions 3-4 

Introduction to computer modelling 
Y2 iDo Mail 

Y2 iPub 
Sessions 4-6 

Summer 

Introduction to Email Creating interactive eBooks 
Minimum 38 sessions



	

	
	

 

LKS2 – Cycle A 

Minimum 46 sessions 
 
LKS2 – Cycle B 

Term 1st Half 2 nd Half 
Y3 iProgram 
Sessions 4-6 

Y4 iProgram 
Sessions 4-6 

Games and animation development Making shapes and navigating mazes 

Y4 iMail 
Sessions 4-6 

Autumn 

email 

 

LKS2 iSafe – Unit 2 
Sessions 3-8 

Year 4 iPad – Unit 2 
(Alternatively teach Y4 iPad Unit 1 sessions 1-3 in  

Cycle A & 4-6 here) 

Spring 

Staying safe online Programming physical systems 

LKS2 iConnect 

Sessions 4-6 
LKS2 iData 
Sessions 3-5 

Computer networking  Introduction to data representation 

Y4 iDo WeDo (Optional) 
Sessions 1-4 

Y3 iSimulate 

Sessions 4-6 

Robotics with LEGO™ WeDo Exploring Computer Simulations 
Y4 – iProgram Unit 3 Year 4 iAnimate 

Sessions 3-6 

Summer 

Programming puzzle solutions Introduction to animation 
Minimum 40 sessions 

Term 1st Half 2 nd Half 
Y3 iProgram 
Sessions 1-3 

Y4 iProgram 
Sessions 1-3 

Games and animation development Making shapes and navigating mazes 

Y4 iMail 
Sessions 1-3 

LKS2 iSafe – Unit 1 
Sessions 1-3 

eMail Staying safe online 
Y3 iAlgorithm 

Autumn 

Sorting and splitting 

  

 

LKS2 iSafe – Unit 1 (sessions 4-5) 
LKS2 iSafe – Unit 2 (sessions 1-2) 

Staying safe online 

Year 3 iPad 

LKS2 iData 
Sessions 1-2 

Spring 

Programming with Kodable Introduction to data representation 

LKS2 iConnect 

Sessions 1-3 
Year 4 iPad 

(Unit 1) 
Computer networking  Programming with LightBot Jr + LightBot 

Y3 iSimulate 

Sessions 1-3 
Exploring Computer Simulations 

Y3 iDo WeDo (Optional) 
Sessions 1-5 

 

Year 4 iAnimate 
Sessions 1-2 

Summer 

Robotics with LEGO™ WeDo Introduction to animation 



	

	
	

 
UKS2 – Cycle A 
 

Term 1st Half 2 nd Half 
UKS2 iAlgorithm 

 
Searching, Sorting and Networks 

Y5 iProgram 
Unit 1 

 
UKS2 iSafe 
Sessions 1-4 

Autumn 

Designing and developing computer programs Staying safe in a digital world 
Y5 iProgram  

Unit 2 
iWeb 

 
Spring 

Remixing and creating web content using HTML 
Designing and developing Xbox games 

Y5 iPad 
 

UKS2 iSafe 
Sessions 5-9 

Programming with Hopscotch Staying safe & being responsible digital citizens 

Y6 iApp - Unit 1 iCrypto 
Sessions 1-3 

Summer 

Designing & Developing apps Cryptography 

Minimum 45 sessions 

 
UKS2 – Cycle B 
 

Term 1st Half 2 nd Half 
iNetwork Y6 iProgram – Unit 1 

Networks, data and creating web content 

iCrypto 
Sessions 4-6 

Autumn 

Designing and developing computer programs 
Cryptography 

Y6 iApp – Unit 2 
 

Year 6 iPad 
Unit 1 

Spring 

Designing and developing mobile apps Programming with Cato’s Hike 
UKS2 iSafe 

Sessions 9-14 
Y6 iProgram – Unit 2 

 
Summer 

Programming 3D Animations Staying safe & being responsible digital citizens 

Minimum 38 sessions 
 



A computing scheme of work for 
teachers of all levels of experience.

Fully matched to the 
National Curriculum for Computing.

Used by thousands of teachers 
around the world, it contains all the 

materials schools need to teach
computing 

LEARN   |   CREATE   |   INNOVATE

iCompute in the EYFS

iCompute - Years 1-6

iCompute for iPad

iCompute Across the Curriculum

Learn Programming Workbooks 1-4

ste
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Our Products

www.icompute-uk.com
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www.icompute-uk.com
iCompute

www.icompute-uk.com

®

A Complete Primary Computing Curriculum

iCompute

All the materials schools need to teach computing from EYFS to Year 6

Fully matched to the National Curriculum for Computing

Used by thousands of teachers around the world

Computing

in the

           
         E

arly Years

iCompute

EYFS

Computing

with 

iPads

iCompute
for

iPad

Cuide

iCompute

Curriculum

iCompute

Creative, engaging, 
step-by-step 

lesson plans for 
pupils aged 3-11

Fully matched to the 
National Curriculum for 

Computing at Key Stage 1 
& Key Stage 2

Screenshots and video 
screencasts to support 

teachers

Detailed teacher guides, 
glossaries and links to 
resources to deepen 
subject knowledge

Comprensive assessment 
guidance and pupil 
progress trackers

All the support and 
materials you need to 

teach computing creatively 
and with confidence


